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This invention relates to a breakwater and 
moreparticularly to a permeable breakwater so 
called because it is provided with openings 
through which the water may pass. 
The broad object of the invention is to provide 

a breakwater which will prevent beach or bank 
erosion and will cause sand suspended in the 
water to be deposited therefrom upon the bottom 
and thus build up and maintain the beach or 
bank. 
In moving water, such as waves, usually there 

are suspended particles of sand. Also the waves 
which have rolled on the beach and are receding 
therefrom carrying with them an appreciable 
amount of suspended beach sand. 
A more particular object of the invention is to 

provide a breakwater which while allowing waves 
to pass therethrough slows down the movement 
of the waves to an extent such that the sand sus~ 
pended in the water is dropped therefrom and 
deposited upon the bottom. 
Another object is to provide a breakwater that 

is constructed of identical or substantially identi— 
cal units and each of which is so formed as to be 
self-seating and anchored in its position in the 
breakwater. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a breakwater which presents irregular surfaces 
to the action of the waves and thereby lessens 
the tendency of the waves to undermine the 
breakwater. 
Further and additional objects and advantages 

not hereinbefore referred to will become apparent 
during the detailed description of several embodi 
ments of the invention which is to follow. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of one form of breakwater 

embodying the invention and extending between 
two jetties or piers projecting outwardly from the 
beach or bank. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of one of the identi 
cal units employed in building the breakwater. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view through the unit 
shown in Fig. 2 and is taken substantially on line 
3-3 of Fig. 2 looking in the direction of the ar 
rows. ‘ . 

Fig. .4 is a fragmentary sectional view of one 
corner of the unit shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is a plan view similar to Fig. l but show 
ing a modi?ed form of breakwater and identical 
units used in its construction from those shown 
in Fig. 1, with the breakwater of Fig. 2 also em 
bodying the invention, and 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of one of the identi~ 
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2 
cal units employed in the construction of the 
breakwater in Fig. 4. 
In describing the breakwater illustrated in Fig. 

1 the construction of the identical units forming 
the breakwater will ?rst be set forth. 
in this form of the invention the identical units 

forming the breakwater are indicated in their 
entirety by the numeral l0 and comprise sub- ‘ 
stantially rectangular hollow blocks open at their 
tops and bottoms. The units 10 preferably are 
constructed of concrete poured into suitable 
forms as will be well understood in the art. The 
side walls H and the end walls l2 of the units 
are provided with a plurality of openings l3 ex 
tending completely through the walls. Embedded 
or cast in each corner of the units H] are pipes 
or tubes Ma of such length that their ends are 
?ush with the top and bottom ends of the units. 

In constructing the breakwater of the units l0 
said units may be ?oated or otherwise trans 
ported to the location of the breakwater and into 
their proper position. Then the tubes or pipes M 
of smaller diameter than the pipes or tubes Ma 
are inserted through the latter. As an example 
of the diameters of the tubes Ma and M, the 
former may be of ?ve inch diameter and the 
latter of four inch diameter. The pipes I4 are 
substantially longer than the height of the unit 
for a purpose soon to be pointed out. After the 
tubes or pipes l4 have been inserted in the pipes 
Ma jets of water are injected into the pipes I4 
and said jets cause the lower toothed ends Mb 
of the pipes M to be jetted down into the bottom 
a suitable depth. As an example, the lower ends 
of the pipes l4 may extend into the bottom of 
the body of water in which the breakwater is 
located a matter of about ?ve feet. When the 
unit is installed the tubes or pipes M will project 
above the upper end of the unit and can be ?lled 
with concrete or cement if desired. Thus the unit 
is. securely anchored in position. 
In Fig. 1 the units are shown as assembled into 

a breakwater which extends between the outer 
ends of two spaced jetties or piers l5 projecting 
outwardly from the beach or bank and which 
may or may not be of permeable type. The outer 
ends of the jetties l5 are shown (for illustrative 
purposes only) as of polygonal formation. The 
units are each arranged at an angle to the short 
line and have the inner wall ll of one unit over» 
lapping the outer wall II of the adjacent unit. 
It will also be noted that the end units of the 
breakwater contact the sides of the outer ends of 
the jetties or piers I5. 

It will be observed that the offshore side of the 



breakwater and, in this instance, also the inshore 
side thereof presents an irregular surface and in 
the present illustration surfaces which may be 
designated as saw tooth surfaces. This is an im 
portant consideration as it lessens the tendency 
of the waves which strike the breakwater to 
undermine or wash out the bottom beneath the 
breakwater, as is so prevalent in breakwaters 
which present an ‘even, unbroken surface to the 
action of the waves. 

Irrespective of whether the waves strike the 
breakwater from a direction perpendicular to‘ 
the shore line or from a direction at an angle 

10 

thereto, .the momentum and action pf the waves 
will be decelerated by the plurality of rangiularity 
disposed relatively small surfaces presented 
throughout the length of - ithe i‘breakwater and 
hence the force of the waves will have a minimum, 
tendency to undermine ‘the breakwater. 

In addition it will be noted that the break 
water does ‘not present a solid obstruction ‘in 
the path of the waves but due/to ‘the ‘openings 
13 in ‘the walls of the units the waves can pass 
through the "breakwater. ‘However, ‘the momen 
tum of the waves is substantially reducedin 
passing ‘through the breakwater and ‘hence par 
ticles of sand suspended in the water ‘are ‘caused 
to drop therefrom and be deposited on the -*bot-‘ 
tom. 

In actual practice it has ‘been ‘found that ‘the 
major portion of ‘the suspended sand- particles 
is not ‘dropped or deposited until the waves have 
passed completely through theibreakwater and 
hence the interiors ‘of zthe-hollow units do not 
?ll up ‘with deposited sand. It “has ‘also ‘been 
found in actual practice “that the breakwater 
slows down "the recession-rate -*of the ‘waves after 
they have struck'the ‘beach and hence any sand 
which has ‘become ‘suspended in 5the v‘water-rolling 
on the ‘beach is dropped or ldepositedlbetween 
the 'beach and the shore ‘side of the "breakwater. 

Therefore, a breakwater constructed inac 
cordance with' the present invention not only 
functions to prevent ‘erosion -'of- ‘the'l'beach vor 
bank, but also operates to build-up‘the {beach by " 
the deposit ‘of suspended ‘sand ‘particles ‘from 
the water of incoming waves. 
Another'important ‘feature of ‘the breakwater 

is that the irregular or‘ ‘saw ‘tooth ‘surfaces 
throughout‘thev length of the ‘breakwater ‘possess 
great effectiveness-in withstanding the ‘pressures 
of ice ?oes which so ‘often ‘cause ~‘conventional 
breakwaters to be ‘broken ‘‘ or "displaced; 

‘In Figs. 5 and "6 theidentical units lF6 *of the 
breakwater are shown ‘as having parallel “side 
walls‘ ‘ii-‘E extending‘perpendicularly "to ‘the rear 
end ‘wall l8 and connected at their “outer-ends 
to angularly disposed end walls 'I‘9,'*sa'>id ‘latter 
walls providing the irregular surface ‘of the 1 off 
shore side-of theibr-eakwaters ‘The units ~l‘6 when 
assembled into the breakwater"can-‘peso posi 
tioned ithat ‘the inner end walls I18 thereof-will 
be substantially parallel to the lshoreline pr the 
units4can ‘be positioned ‘in an fare as indicated in 
Fig. I . 

It will be noted that the side “walls if?! =of --adja 
cent units are arranged ‘in con-tact “with each 
other. 'The units VJIIB [can *be anchoredwand posi 
tioned in the breakwater rinrithe same #manner ‘as 
referredto withvrespecttotthe units W and also 
it will ‘be understood that the breakwaterof ‘Fig. 
5 possesses ,the same advantages ~>and==utility as 
the breakwater ‘of "Fig, '11. 

Although several preferred u‘embodimentseof 
the inventionihavef been illustrated ‘and‘described 
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herein, it will be understood that the invention 
is susceptible of such modi?cations and adapta 
tions as fall within the scope of the appended 
claims. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A breakwater comprising a series of po 

lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks anchored 
with a wall of each block in contacting overlap 
pingengagement with.,,a.wa1l.of an adjacent 
block, said lblccks‘being-loffset with, respect to each 
other to provide a serrated frontal surface, each 
of said blocks being provided in the walls there 
of with a plurality of openings wherefore waves 
striking the: breakwater can pass therethrough 
‘but will have‘their momentum decelerated to 
cause suspended sand particles to be deposited on 
the. bottamwrofrthe body of water in which the 
breakwater is located. 

2.‘ A "breakwater comprising a series of po 
lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks anchored 
with iaviwalliof? each‘ bl-ock'in ‘contacting over 
lapping engagement with “a ‘wall v‘of "an ‘adjacent 
block,1<each~oi said ‘blocks being provided in-‘the 
walls thereof with 1a ‘plurality of openings where 
fore waves» striking-the’ breakwater canpass 
therethrough lbutsw'ill have their momentum ~ de 
celerated todcausesuspended sand particles-in 
the water'to lbe? deposited on’ the 1-bottom ' of "the 
'bodyvof'water in ‘which the breakwater is located, 
said units being offset with respect to each other 
solthat fthexoffsh'ore side ~of-ithe breakwater pre 
sents an :iirregularv or serrated surface. 

.13.. --A ‘breakwater ‘loom-prising =a~seriese of- ‘po 
l-ygonall lhoilowiirrtegirally iformetl Fo'loeks ‘anchored 
with a wall of each block inzcontacting'overlape 
ping engagement; withrla wall :of an adjacent 
block, :said. ‘block-s ibe‘ing \o?set with ‘respect to 
each zother i170 lprovidefia vserra'ted rtrontall surface; 
each.:of.2said blocks :being ‘provided in'therwalls 
thereof smith .a lplunallrityaofuopeni-ngs wherefore 
waves striking the breakwater'zcan pass ‘there 
through ibutawdil have theirxmomentu-m :dece'ler 
ated '1l0=_e_(1a£lJSe .suspendedn'sand particles to be 
deposited ion ithe lbottommf the. body. lQf waterrin 

the;v breakwater sisolocatedhieach of, said 
blocks being provided in the corners thereof ‘with 
pipes eXtending-belowthe v{bottom \end of: the block 
into the bottom =_of,»th.e ‘body {of 'watemand filled 
with ‘cement-tor similar, material after ithesblock 
has been/positioned in ‘the :break-wateri 

4. A breakwater comprising a SeI'iQSIxOf ;po 
lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks ‘anchored 
with ,a wall ‘of ‘each ‘block in -.contacting engage 
ment with a wall .ofv -,an,..ad_jacent: block and 
spaced piers-projecting {outwardly from the shore 
and with the end blocks of. the :seriescontacting 
said piers and saidseries extendinglbetween said 
piers, said .b'locks ‘being \offset with respect to 
each other to provide a serrated frontal surface, 
eachv of ‘said ‘blocks ‘being providedfin .thc'walls 
thereof with a plurality of openings wherefore 
waves striking ‘the breakwater canpass there 
through ‘but will" have ‘their ‘momentum decel 
erated'to cause suspended sand particles to 'be 
deposited on v'thefbottolm o‘f‘the _body of water in 
which ‘the ‘breakwater ‘is located." 

5. A breakwater comprising a series ‘of rec 
tangtilar hollowblocks anchored in "position and 
arranged with their long ‘sides 'at ‘an ~angle ,‘less 
than "perpendicular *to "the ‘shore "line :and --with 
thead‘jacent long sides-of the-blocks in partially 
overlapping contact iwitheeach other ‘wherefore 
both ‘the o?shoresanddnshore sideso‘fthe break 
water present irregular *sur‘fa'oesyeach :of said 
blocks" being‘ pmvided‘in Lthe'wall's ?therecfwith 
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a plurality of openings wherefore waves striking 
the breakwater can pass therethrough but will 
have their momentum decelerated to cause sus 
pended sand particles to be deposited on the bot 
tom of the body of water in which the break 
water is located. 

6. A breakwater comprising a series of po 
lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks anchored 
in contacting engagement with each other, said 
blocks having a straight end wall and a pointed 
end wall and being arranged with the latter 
located in the offshore direction to present an 
irregular surface, said blocks being provided in 
the walls thereof with a plurality of openings 
wherefore waves striking the breakwater can 
pass therethrough but will have their momentum 
decelerated to cause suspended sand particles 
to be deposited on the bottom of the body of 
water in which the breakwater is located. 

7. A breakwater as de?ned in claim 6 and 
wherein the series of blocks extend between and 
are in contact with spaced jetties projecting from 
the shore with said series of blocks arranged in 
an arc. 

8. A breakwater comprising a series of po 
lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks arranged 
to have their adjacent walls in contacting over 
lapping engagement with each other, spaced 
piers or jetties projecting outwardly from the 
shore and with the end blocks of the series con 
tacting the same and said series extending there 
between, said blocks having angularly disposed 
wall surfaces located outwardly of their 
overlapping engagement with each other and 
forming a continuous serrated frontal sur 
face extending between said piers each of said 
blocks being provided in the walls thereof with 
a plurality of openings, each of said blocks be 
ing provided in the corners thereof with pipes 
extending below the bottom wall of the block 
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into the bottom of the body of water in which 
the breakwater is located and filled with cement 
or similar material after the block has been posi 
tioned in the breakwater. 

9. A breakwater comprising a series of po 
lygonal hollow integrally formed blocks arranged 
to have their adjacent walls in contacting over 
lapping engagement with each other, spaced 
piers or jetties projecting outwardly from the 
shore and with the and blocks of the series con 
tacting the same and said series extending there 
between, said blocks having angularly disposed 
wall surfaces located outwardly of their over 
lapping engagement with each other and form 
ing a continuous serrated frontal surface extend 
ing between said piers, each of said blocks being 
provided in the walls thereof with a plurality of 
openings wherefore surfaces striking the break 
water can pass therethrough but will have their 
momentum decelerated to cause suspended sand 
particles to be deposited on the bottom of the 
body of water in which the breakwater is located, 
and means for anchoring the blocks-in position 
in said series. 

HARVEY J. HUMPHREY. 
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